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beners execution document 62 with the nazis grizzly
insistence on exactness and detail
the book contains 102 pages
of notes on the text and 32
pages of index when truth was
treason will become the official
story of the helmuth Hi ibener
group and will remain so for
some time to come
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the MTC set apart

by benson Y
parkinson aspen books 1995
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missionaries who often do not see
clearly one nearly leaves the MTC
another is almost sent home but

he doesnt condemn them the
novel assumes an audience that
appreciates rich language symbolism a compelling discourse about
the provo temple on independence day and allusion a subtle
retelling of the stories of jonah
Cori
anton and jacob the novel
corianton
demands a sequel and parkinson is
at work on it now the second in a
planned trilogy describing the whole
mission experience
robert M hogge

this engaging novel of missionary life at the missionary training
MTC in provo is written
center MTQ
for a faithful educated LDS audiParkin sons purpose is to
ence parkinsons
describe missionary life both realistically and artistically through the
actions conversations and reminiscences of four elders at the
MTC harvey wilberg a bumbling
but good natured teller of childish
jokes an lowan
iowan with a childlike
corry
heart cordell cony
cont anthon an
athlete from salt lake city a natural leader with the power to draw
people to him or push them away
malan rignell a quietly witty
peacemaker from a ranch in new
mexico clumsy in company but a
calming center for others and
phil jeppsen an australian convert
of one year a scholar and thinker
one who has a great love for the
rigors of the MTC but shies away

cannot happen here
the story of lower goose creek
A flood

reservoir oakley idaho 1984
by kathleen hedberg magic valley publishers 1993

natural disasters and the dest
struction that follows in their wake
have always been headline news
items overlooked for lack of a senional headline however were
sational
sat
the herculean effort and personal
sacrifices of the residents of two
small communities who worked
together to avoid a natural disaster a flood that could have devastated a large farming area of
south central idaho basing her
grass roots
work on meticulous grassroots
research kathleen hedberg tells
the story of these rural communities summoning all their resources
to avert a tragedy
in the spring of 1984 the lower

from interacting with others
these four elders have been set
apart for their missions but will goose creek reservoir threatened
they be able to come together at to overflow A flood was inthe MTC with a tone of gentle par- evitable thousands of acres of
ody parkinson makes fun of his farmland and at least two towns

